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Green Party Questionnaire for California Legislature Candidates

1. Why are you running for State Legislature? What are your qualifications?
What have you accomplished in any offices you now hold or have recently held?

The unique, and yet commonplace, struggles that I have faced and overcome
throughout my life put me in a unique position to understand the challenges that so
many of our District 20 residents face daily. A holistic view of my career path and my
long service record will show that I put my community first and have the experience and
drive to fight for sustainable and equitable policies that amplify the voices of everyday
citizens to create transformative, communitywide change.

Through all these experiences, I learned to be an advocate for more than one client at a
time. I learned that when I speak up, and gather community support, we can not only
make positive changes for many, we can stop the destructive forces that impact our
community, be they “well intentioned” or otherwise. There is a quote by James Baldwin



that resonates with me and speaks to my decision to run “Once you realize that you can
do something, it would be difficult to live with yourself, if you did not do it.”

After being asked to run for office multiple times by my clients, colleagues, friends,
mentors, family, and community members, I realized this was something I could do, now
is the right time and I had to do it. I am running for Assembly in AD 20 because there
are too many challenges facing my community, communities across this state, and
working people. I’m running because I’m a mother who knows how important it is to
leave a world for my children that is more stable and equitable than it currently is. I’m
running because I’m a public health nurse and I have watched people in my community,
get sick and die preventable deaths due to COVID. I’m running to show my community
and the people of California that the needs of working people, senior citizens,
immigrants, and the everyday consumer should not be overlooked to the benefit of
corporations. I’m running because there has NEVER been an openly Gay Black
member of the CA state legislature, and I’ve seen the way that has hurt my community.

Even though we live in a region with some of the most well-resourced people in the
world, many of our communities, especially the unincorporated communities, have not
had adequate, nor just access to healthcare and suffer the health consequences of
social determinants. Now is the time for action. Once I realized that I could do
something, I knew I could not live with myself if I did not. That is why I am running to
represent AD 20 in the California State Assembly.

2.  Where are you getting your funding for the campaign?
Are there any sources of financial contributions for your campaign that you
refuse to accept? Do you refuse to accept money from developers or
corporations or their PACs?
What is your position on statewide public financing of state office campaigns?
All of my support is coming from individuals, unions, and community led political
organizations. I have refused to take any money from corporations including real estate
developers, oil and gas companies, and police associations.

I also support public financing, as it is just not right how much candidates need to spend
an overwhelming amount of time fundraising, and it’s a big part of the reason that
running for office is so inaccessible to many people.

3. What is required of a constituent to meet with you?
Reaching out to my office and booking a time. I do not currently have constituents, but
when I am elected, I will have additional time because as a corporate free candidate I
am saving from not having corporate lobbyists feeling entitled to my time.



4. Please provide your positions/ policy proposals on the following issues.
Indicate your sponsorship and/or votes on previous relevant legislation and
desire for future legislation. We encourage you to discuss funding sources for
program proposals.
- income, wealth, and tax inequality
I support transforming our tax system to fully tax the wealthy and large corporations.
That’s why I was such a strong supporter of Prop 15, and I will support any prop 13
reforms or shifts.

- universal ("Medicare for All") healthcare legislation (state and national)
Yes, I support a single-payer healthcare system, and #CalCare here in CA.

- controlling the influences of profit-driven prescription drug and vaccine
manufacturers
Yes, as a nurse, I see how our opioid crisis around the country is a direct result of the
marketing and profit seeking from healthcare companies. I support better regulation of
the pharmaceutical industry to prevent the kind of price hikes and unfair practices that
are too common today.

- legalization of psychedelic plants and/or additional policy on marijuana
I believe that the decriminalization and legalization of drugs, where possible, is vital to
having a healthy societal approach to them. The legalization of marijuana has been
successful, now we need to keep on building on this.

- fracking and other environmental issues, including coal in Oakland
I support banning fracking across the state and pivoting away from any usage of coal
around the Bay Area. We need a full transition away from fossil fuels.

- the Green New Deal (state and national, including making public transportation
free for all and ending the sale of fossil-fuel vehicles by 2035?)
Yes, I strongly support the CA Green New Deal, and believe we need to make a
massive and transformative investment in a jobs plan to have a just transition away from
fossil fuels that includes mass transit, and good work for everyone who currently works
in a dirty energy job.

- the Oakland A's proposed development at Howard Terminal
My priority will always be ensuring the community and working class people have the
influence to make this work for everyone. I do not support giving the (billionaire) owner



of the A’s a major tax break so that he can build a stadium and a bunch of market rate
housing. I do support trying to figure out how to keep the A’s in Oakland. The port of
Oakland is an historic place in the Bay Area's history, and it has long provided a huge
amount of living wage jobs to help build our community. The current plans are clearly
missing any long-term sustainability for port workers, and for this reason I do not
support it as is. If there is no way to build this stadium without significantly negatively
impacting the large community who works, benefits, and is connected to the port, then it
is not a plan I feel comfortable supporting.

- minority/ democratic rights
Democracies need to empower minority parties and groups, or else they have the
danger of being in oppressive situations where minorities are fully at the whims of
majorities. We must empower minority groups to have representation and a voice, which
is why I support proportional representation.

- police and prison reform (including county Supervisors having more oversight
of Sheriff departments, such as AB 1185)
We need major shifts in police and prison reforms. As a psych nurse I’ve seen the ways
that so many of our problems are passed off to police and prisons when that isn’t
actually the solution. We must call in the people who are best qualified to respond to
crises, for example mental health professionals should respond to mental health crises.
Homeless outreach teams should respond to people living on the streets. We must
invest in mental health services instead of prisons. All of these are just a reallocation of
public safety resources to things that actually matter.

- rent control
I support rent control and the repeal of Costa Hawkins.

- homelessness (including the possibility of using "Tiny Homes")
I support major investments in ending homelessness, and believe that living in the
wealthiest state in the wealthiest country we can end homelessness. This includes rent
protections, it includes social housing, and it includes investing in new housing,
including tiny homes. I believe we should make it more possible for density.

- public education/ charter schools
We need to fully fund our public education

- tuition-free higher public education
I support! This is something that I will absolutely fight for, and I believe we must
eliminate student debt.



- proportional representation (local and state), like what is used in most European
countries, and elsewhere
I have always supported proportional representation in multi-member districts, and
believe this is the best way to have democratically elected leaders. I hope we can start
a real movement around this in California.

- Bay Area transportation needs
We need major investment in carbon-free mass transit. That means significantly
upgrading BART so it is more holistic and travels more regularly to more places, and
supplementing it with clean energy bus infrastructure to ensure everyone has mass
transit options.

- reform, if any, of the recall process for statewide elective offices.
Recalls are no longer a democratic institution, and they should be banned in their
current iteration. Essentially, they are a tool of people with lots of money to enact their
undemocratic goals. Signature gathering is ultimately just a sign of whether you have
the funds to pay enough people to collect, and then the elections are very low turnout
races that ultimately lead to results that do not reflect the general population. They
should be discontinued in statewide and local elections.

- how would you allocate the state's some $60B surplus?
I would start by placing a moratorium on school closures, and working to shore up
school district budgets to stop this from happening. With remaining funds I would invest
in starting to enact the California Green New Deal, which includes expenditures in
universal housing, healthcare, and other important measures that will further boost the
economy of working class communities. This $60billion can be a vital step forward in the
major investments needed to push our state forward.

5. One consequence of the passage of Prop 14 in 2010 is that candidates from
small political parties must now gather vastly more signatures (in-lieu of the filing
fee). For example 4750 for state office, instead of the previous 150.  Would you
help us lower these numbers?
Yes. We should be making it easier not harder to access the ballot and have more
people tapping in on our democracy, not less.

6. Will you help build on the recent legislation on public banking and advocate for
a public Bank of California (similar to North Dakota's), where state funds could be
deposited and where there would be progressive loan policy, such as for
infrastructure?



I LOVE the vision of a public bank, and believe we should absolutely be investing in it
on the state level. Economic institutions have been driven by profits but they do not
need to be, they could be driven by community interests, and that is exactly what the
state bank enables. Yes I support.

7. Are there other important issues facing California which you would like to
highlight?  How would you propose addressing them? Are there other goals for
your candidacy you wish to note?
Based on conversations with community members and voters at the door and on the
phones, the top priorities for people in my District are housing, healthcare, and justice. I
plan to address these by expanding access to high quality, preventative healthcare and
behavioral health care; addressing issues of sustainability and housing affordability; fully
funding public education throughout our k-12 and higher education systems which will
help eliminate the school to prison pipeline; and maintaining clean air and water by
enacting the California Green New Deal to counter climate change and support the
growth of our local workforce and increase investments in mass transit infrastructure.

To advance access to health care, I will advocate for a universal healthcare system that
offers healthcare coverage to all Californians, regardless of their immigration or
employment status. I will also champion increased funding for high-quality
community-based preventative mental health care. Finally, I will work to increase
education and employment incentives for mental health and healthcare clinicians so that
we have a steady pipeline of providers. I’ll also ensure that our crisis response system
becomes uniform on a statewide level, instead of one municipality at a time.

I will address housing affordability by advocating for: 1) stronger and more permanent
statewide rent control and eviction protection laws, along with the repeal of the Costa
Hawkins Rental Housing Act; 2) sustainable mixed income, social housing and other
efforts to develop government and community-owned sustainable and permanently
affordable mixed income housing units; 3) measures to stop real estate speculation,
such as repeal of the Ellis Act and passing new taxes on corporate landlords and 4)
establishing a statewide rental unit database to track vacancies so we can institute a
statewide penalty on vacant units.

Education is more than just the great equalizer, it enables our society to thrive. The only
successful education system is the one that works for every single student, which is why
I am a firm advocate for fully funding all public education, so that the quality is not
determined by the wealth of anyone’s ZIP code, or the resources of a community. This
also extends to higher education. California had the best higher education system in the



country, but it has been systematically defunded, which has impacted students, faculty,
and everyone. This must change immediately.

Our health is shaped by the quality of the air we breathe, the water we drink, the
temperature outside, stress, our exposure to climate disasters, and so many other
factors related to the environment. Our government has a role to play in addressing our
climate change and environmental crises by creating and funding a Green New Deal for
California that would focus on environmental, health, and economic justice for BIPOC,
low-income, and immigrant communities; reducing greenhouse gas emissions and
banning fracking, by adopting the California Climate Jobs Plan, and ending the
privatization of utilities that has lead to widespread wildfires and lack of access to clean
water across our state.

8. Please list endorsements you have received for your campaign.
I am proud to be supported by a wide range of organizations and people including:
SEIU California, and it’s local affiliates, the California Faculty Association, the California
Legislative Jewish Caucus, APALA, Malia Cohen, Chair of the State Board of
Equalization, Lateefah Simon & Bevan Dufty, BART Board, Angela Andrews, Hayward
City Council, Victor Aguilar, San Leandro Vice Mayor, Brian Azevedo, San Leandro City
Council. James Aguilar, San Leandro School Board, Sara Prada, Hayward School
Board, Mel Shuen Mallory, New Haven School Board, Michael Kusiak, Castro Valley
School Trustee, Mike Hutchinson, Oakland School Board, Aisha Knowles, Alameda
County Office of Education Trustee. The Working Families Party, Oakland and Bay
Rising Action, Project Superbloom PAC, former state Assemblyman Tom Ammiano,
former state Assemblyman and senator Mark Leno, Ge’Nell Gary, Albany Mayor,
Shamann Walton, Hillary Ronen, Dean Preston, Gordon Mar, Myrna Melgar, and Rafael
Mandelman, San Francisco Board of Supervisors, Dan Kalb, Oakland City Council,
Teresa Cox and Jenny Kassan, Fremont City Council, Patricia Munro, Livermore City
Council.

9. Have you signed, or will you soon sign, Move to Amend's candidates' and
elected officials’ pledge?  It supports HJR 48, the We the People amendment to
the US Constitution, which would abolish corporate personhood, rescind
constitutional rights for corporations, and end financial expenditures being
legally treated as expressions of free speech:
https://www.movetoamend.org/pledge
Yes I will sign it.

https://www.movetoamend.org/pledge


10. Are there any other thoughts/ goals you would like to add?
Just that I appreciate your consideration for this role, and as the only candidate
committed to challenging the status quo and standing up to corporate power in
California, I absolutely hope to get the support of the Green Party of Alameda County.


